The Super Retriever Series
Rock the Dock will take place at Riverfest in Little Rock, Arkansas on June 2-4. SRS Rock the Dock has been a mainstay for Riverfest and a great addition to a weekend of music. Not only will the Dogs be Rockin’ but Riverfest is Celebrating 40 Years!!

More info on Riverfest go to www.riverfestarkansas.com

2017 Events To Date
June 2-4, 2017 Crain AR Retriever Peppers Pond, Pin Oak HRC, Mayflower, AR
June 2-4, 2017 Riverfest Rock the Dock, Little Rock, AR
July 14-16, 2017 Sutterbay Retrievers, Scio, OR
Oct 2017 TBA BassPro Shops Waterfowl Festival, SRS SuperDock, Memphis, TN
Oct 25-29, 2017 SRS Crown Championship, Huntsville, AL

More info under SRS Facebook/events and Superretrieverseries.com/events

ROCK THE DOCK AT RIVERFEST
HAPPY BIRTHDAY RIVERFEST with DOGS & GREAT MUSIC

The Super Retriever Series recognizes and thanks our National Sponsors Banded Brand, Avery Sporting Dog and Avery GHG for all their support of retriever sports and our amazing canine athletes.

Do you know any collegiate Retrievers? Stay Tuned for News regarding the SRSU Collegiate Event coming in 2018.

Connect with us on Social Media for daily information.

SRS TEAM OF YEAR
SuperRetrieverSeries.com/Event/Rules

For a complete listing on new events added, go to Superretrieverseries.com and on Facebook/SRS/Notes
SRS TEAM OF YEAR
The race is on.....

Super Retriever Series kicked off the Team of the Year race again this year and with 2 more events left on the current calendar, the race is definitely tight in the Pro Division and a possible game changer ahead. The winner of Team of the Year is an automatic bid into the Crown Championship. For complete list go to Facebook or Superretrieverseries.com.

Crain Ford Arkansas Retriever Challenge
A Spring time end at Peppers Pond.

One of the favorite events closes the spring SRS season at Peppers Pond. Pin Oak HRC will celebrate their 5th Year of the Crain Arkansas Retriever Challenge. This club has worked really hard to raise funding to establish, along with the Arkansas Game and Fish, some of the best retriever training grounds in the country. This event helps raise money for Peppers Pond. Pin Oak HRC wishes to thank all those competitors that have attended the SRS event over the last 5 years to help make Peppers Pond what she is today.

Summer Event held in Scio, Oregan
Sutter Bay Retrievers will hold this summer SRS Club event. The last SRS held out west was an all womens event, proceeds benefiting Breast Cancer. This event is open to all, Open and Amateurs.

Tellus Calhoun, is raising the challenge to the west coast teams to come on, see what it’s all about and just have a good time. He says his Lakeland terrier, Goldie will probably beat you all... ;)

THE MISSION OF THE SUPER RETRIEVER SERIES
The mission of the Super Retriever Series is to provide a retriever game that will take a retriever and handler to an advanced level and help develop the best all around team by providing hunt test, field trial and hunt savvy situations in a competitive format. The Super Retriever Series is an organization which exclusively uses Avery EZ Birds, a simulated bird. This exclusivity allows all dogs and handlers a chance for consistency and equality during testing and hunting scenarios. The Super Retriever Series looks to advance the sport of Retrievers in all capacities and through all organizations.

ASD DOG RAMP
While easily attaching to the boat side walls, the Dog Ramp provides your dog effortless access to and from the boat. The grip steps provide traction and the fully adjustable design adapts to most any boat or situation. In addition, the Dog Ramp also folds compact for stowing. Providing boat access for your retriever has never been easier.
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